
C  anadian rug company Creative 
Matters Inc. is taking layering 
to the next level with the 
new Stacked Collection. This 

novel flatweave line, developed in India, 
allows for the limitless combination 
of materials, textures, colours and 
shapes—a completely original take 
on customisation. While other leading 
brands such as cc-tapis, Gan Rugs and 
Nanimarquina have experimented with 
the idea of layering different formats, 
patterns and surfaces, Creative Matters 
goes one step further. Each piece is 
woven separately, following which 
the desired combination of weavings 
is assembled and stitched together 
by hand. In Creative Matters’ own 
words, it is ‘perfect for a layered effect 
without the tripping hazard’. Matching 
or clashing, monochrome or all-over 
pattern, it is all in the hands of the 
customer.  

For more on the collection, COVER 
caught up with Design Development 
Director Anna Panosyan, who shares her 
insights to the right.  
www.creativemattersinc.com
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RUG UPON 
RUG

Creative Matters’ new Stacked Collection opens up a new world 
of customisation possibilities. Malin Lonnberg learns more from 

Design Development Director Anna Panosyan

01 Stripes—Blue, 
Stacked Collection. 
Handwoven dhurries 
layered and stitched 
together; wool with linen 
details, mercerised cotton 
stitching, cotton warp   
and fringe

02 Angles—Raspberry 
(detail), Stacked Collection. 
Handwoven dhurries 
layered and stitched 
together; wool with linen 
details, mercerised cotton 
stitching, cotton warp   
and fringe

 
The choice of materials/

colours is really unlimited 

STACKED COLLECTION

Materials: New Zealand wool,  
unbleached linen, mercerised cotton

Techniques: handwoven, hand stitched  
and hand finished

Qualities: custom-dyed yarns, fine  
to mid weight dhurrie/kilim with cut pile

‘The collection sprang from one of our Art Day 
sessions called Wabi Sabi, where we experimented 

with layering of different substrates, materials 
and techniques. For the substrate we used mostly 
sheets of paper in different qualities, opacities and 

thicknesses which were drawn, sketched, scratched 
on with different materials. The results then have 
been digitally manipulated into carpet designs that 

went to our mill in India for production.’

‘The choice of materials/colours is really unlimited 
when it comes to customisations of these designs as 
we literally can offer the most eclectic combination of 

techniques, qualities, patterns and colours.‘

‘The most unusual part of this project is probably 
the application of the decorative hand stitching that 

is done on these pieces. The stitching is not only 
holding all the layers together but also offering that 
unique hand finished look that makes Indian kantha 

or Japanese boro so special. We continue working on 
this project as the possibilities are endless.‘
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